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Abstract

The debate about religion's impact upon Canadian voting has long focused on the cleavage between
Protestants and Catholics. Drawing upon data from a 35,000 sample online survey conducted during
the 2006 federal election, as well as past Canadian Election Studies, analysis presented here, however, suggests that the disproportionate Protestant-Conservative association is largely an artifact of
Evangelical voters, rather than members of such mainstream denominations as Anglican, United
and Presbyterian. In fact, certain of these mainstream groupings are hardly distinctive from Roman
Catholics, at least in voting patterns (outside of Quebec). This discussion is theoretically contextualized by the Evangelical experience in the United States, and the study also examines the distinctive
behaviour of non-Christians and the non-religious in Canada.

S

tudents of Canadian electoral behaviour are
very familiar with the prominence denominational voting has played for over half a
century. Since Meisel reported it more than 50
years ago (1956), not only has the tendency for
Liberals to perform particularly well among Roman Catholics been one of the cornerstones of
their success (Blais 2005), it has presented an ongoing mystery to social scientists in search of a
model to explain it. Unlike the typical dilemma
facing academic researchers of a theory in search
of evidence, here we have some 50 years of evidence, the Catholic-Liberal connection, in search
of an explanatory theory.
There have been numerous attempts to explain
the phenomenon, including the religion of party
leaders, ethnic loyalty to the party in power when
one immigrated, intergenerational transmission of
values, parochial school education, a unique
Catholic ethos, contextual social influences, union
membership, historical hostility to the Conservative party among non-Protestants, media access
and the appeal of religious issues (Gidengil et al.
2006; Irvine 1974; Irvine and Gold 1980; Johnston 1985; Laponce 1972; Leduc 1984; Meisel 1956;
Mendelsohn and Nadeau 1997; O’Neill 2001; Pammett 1991; Regenstreif 1965). Elements of each of
these hypotheses have been consistent with the
Catholic-Liberal association, but none have sus-

tained over time. There have been practical problems with each, and accordingly the explanation of
this relationship has become a “holy grail” being
pursued by academic researchers.
We take a somewhat different tack in pursuing
this decades-long enigma. Rather than adding yet
another plausible theory as to why Canadian
Catholics tend to vote differently from Protestants,
we suggest that an aspect of the dilemma is a result of methodology. More specifically, the way
Protestants have been grouped and categorized
may explain – or explain away – the apparent favourability of the Liberal party among Catholics.
The series of Canadian Election Studies tend to
capture religion with a survey item that groups
religious affiliation into few general categories, for
example, Catholic, Protestant, Jewish, Other.
While there have been variations over the years,
typically, no attempt has been made to identify
specific denominations within the very large Protestant category. There are practical reasons for
this aggregation. There are in fact numerous different Protestant denominations, the vast majority
of which have memberships sufficiently small that
they do not reach critical mass even with a national sample of 4,000. The expedience of grouping Protestants into one common category is understandable, but might create a classificational
artifact that masks significant differences among
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